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Abstract—State-based object-oriented programming combines basic advantages of object-oriented and
automata-based programming technologies. Its basic features are flexibility, extensibility, and powerful mechanism of description of complex behavior, which is based on finite automata. The disadvantage of the statebased object-oriented programming is the lack of standard methods for designing and implementing state-based
classes. In this work, graphical notation for designing state-based classes, which combines capabilities of the
class diagrams of the object-oriented programming and behavior diagrams of the automata-based programming, is presented. The proposed graphical notation makes it possible to generalize, decompose, structure, and
incrementally extend logic of the state-based classes by means of the inheritance.
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INTRODUCTION
Program systems can be divided into the following
three classes: transforming, interactive, and reactive
systems [1]. Transforming systems are systems that
stop after they transformed input data (e.g., archivers
and compilers). Interactive systems interact with the
environment in a dialog mode (e.g., text editors). Reactive systems interact with the environment through
message exchange at the rate determined by the environment. Specific features of the reactive systems are as
follows:
• response time is determined by the system environment,
• system behavior is deterministic,
• system behavior is parallel by its nature,
• system failures are extremely undesirable.
Means of the traditional object-oriented programming are often insufficient for designing and implementing complex behavior of reactive systems. On the
other hand, automata-based programming suggests
powerful mechanism of description and implementation of complex behavior based on finite automata.
State-based object-oriented programming is a synthesis of object-oriented and automata-based technologies.
It combines their basic advantages, such as flexibility,
extensibility, and powerful mechanism of complex
behavior description, which is based on finite automata.
The basic concept of the state-based object-oriented
programming is a state-based class. The state-based
class is a class of objects the behavior of which depends
on the current, explicitly specified, control state. The

implementation of the state-based class relies on finite
automata [2, 3].
The disadvantage of the state-based object-oriented
programming is the lack of standard methods for
designing and implementing state-based classes. The
most popular approach to designing and implementing
state-based classes is the State design pattern [4]. Some
derivative variants of the State design pattern are
described in [5–8].
The Statecharts graphical language [9] is used as a
tool for the graphical design of behavior. Many modern
approaches to designing reactive systems are based, to
some extent, on this language. The Statecharts language is an extension of the traditional automaton
model [10] supplemented by hierarchy and parallelism
description facilities [11, 12]. The hierarchy is introduced by means of embedded states, which semantically corresponds to the XOR operation (exclusive OR).
The parallelism is introduced by means of orthogonal
states, which semantically corresponds to the logical
AND operation. The automata-based means for system
design include also the SDL language [13] and the SyncCharts synchronous programming language [14, 15].
One of the disadvantages of the above-listed graphical languages for behavior design that are based on the
state-based classes is the lack of means for describing
object-oriented nature of state-based classes. This disadvantage is (partially) removed in the object-oriented
programming with explicit state emphasis [16], also
known as SWITCH-technology [17]. Transition graphs
used in the SWITCH-technology are combined with
the communication diagrams that describe in detail
their interface.
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Another disadvantage of the above-listed languages
is the absence of means for describing the inheritance
relation for the state-based classes. Inheritance allows
derived class to receive properties or characteristics of
the base class, normally, as a result of some special
relationship between the base and derived classes [18].
There exist approaches that allow one to use the inheritance when implementing state-based classes [19, 20].
However, the question of whether it is possible to use
the inheritance in visual design of state-based classes is
still open.
The goal of this work is to develop graphical notation for designing state-based classes, which combines
capabilities of the object-oriented class diagrams and
automata-based behavior diagrams. The proposed
graphical notation makes it possible to generalize,
decompose, structure, and incrementally extend logic
of state-based classes by means of the inheritance.
1. TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Before we proceed to description of the suggested
graphical notation, we introduce some terms and definitions.
A state-based class A is defined by a triple 〈I, S, J〉,
where I is a set of methods of the state-based class interface, S is a set of control states of the state-based class,
and J is a set of transitions between the states.
On the set of states S of the state-based class, function beg(S) ∈ S returning the initial state is defined. For
each state s ∈ S, the following functions are defined:
• den(s), action upon entering the state;
• dex(s), action when exiting the state;
• dact(s), activity in the state.
A transition j ∈ J is defined by the quinary 〈from, to,
ev, cond, do〉, where from(j) ∈ S is an initial state of the
transition, to(j) ∈ S is a terminal state of the transition,
ev(j) ∈ I is a cause of the transition: a call of the interface method in the case of which the transition can be
performed, cond(j) ∈ {true, false} is the transition condition, and do(j) is an action executed upon transition.
The transition j0 can be done if the following conditions are satisfied:
• the current state of the state-based class is the state
from(j0),
• the interface method ev(j0) of the state-based class
is invoked, and
• the condition cond(j0) is fulfilled.
In this case, the actions dex(from(j0)) and do(j0) are
performed; the state to(j0) is set as the current state; and
the action den(to(j0)) is performed. After this, the transition j0 is considered performed.

1.1. Inheritance of State-Based Classes
The inheritance allows one to define new classes
based on the existing ones. When defining a new class,
only the properties that are different from those of the
base class are specified. The other properties are added
to the new class implicitly and automatically [21].
In formal terms, the inheritance can be written as follows [22, 23]:
R = P 1 ⊕ P 2 ⊕ … ⊕ P n ⊕ ∆R,
where R is the new class; P1, P2, …, Pn is a set of properties inherited from the base classes, ∆R are incrementally added new properties differing the new class R
from the base classes; and ⊕ is the operation combing
the class properties.
Consider the mechanism of the state-based class
inheritance. All states and transitions of the base classes
are implicitly present in the derived class. The derived
class can extend and modify behavior of the base
classes. Behavior modification of the base classes relies
on state overriding. Some states of the base classes can
be overridden, and transitions from these overridden
states can be modified. The derived class can also be
supplemented by new states and transitions between
them.
A state-based class D is a descendant of a statebased class B (B ≤ D) if
• Ib ⊆ Id; i.e., the set of interface methods Ib implemented by the state-based class B belongs to the set of
interface methods Id implemented by the state-based
class D;
• Sb ⊆ Sd; i.e., the set of states Sb of the state-based
class B is a subset of the set of states Sd of the statebased class D;
• beg(Sb) = beg(Sd), i.e., the initial states of the
classes B and D coincide;
• for any transition jb from the set of transitions Jb of
the automaton B, there exists a transition jd from the set
of transitions Jd of the automaton D such that

 from(jd) = from(jb) (initial states of transitions jd
and jb coincide),
 ev(jd) = ev(jb) (methods that are causes of transitions jd and jbcoincide),
 cond(jd) = cond(jb) (conditions of transitions
(jd and jb coincide).
Transition jd of a state-based class D overrides transition jb of a state-based class B if
• from(jd) = from(jb); i.e., the initial states of transitions jd and jb coincide;
• ev(jd) = ev(jb); i.e., the methods that are causes of
transitions jd and jb coincide;
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a. Automaton
object
frame

b. Automaton
object class
name

c. Implemented
interface
name
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d. Base class
name
e. State

MyMachine (IMyInterface) : MyMachineBase
f. State name

o. Text state
specification

myState
enter: WLE
during: WLD
exit: WLX

astate

h. Activity in
the state

F

F

g. Actions in
the state

n. Overridden
specification

G(M)/WLT

initial

i. Transition

m. Overridden
state
l. Initial
state

Name
F
G
M
WLD
WLE
WLT
WLX

j. Transition
specification

Meaning
IMyInterface.Foo
IMyInterface.Goo
day is Monday
WriteLine(“during”)
WriteLine(“enter”)
WriteLine(“transition”)
WriteLine(“eXit”)

k. Abbreviation
table

Fig. 1. Basic elements of the proposed graphical notation.

• cond(jd) = cond(jb); i.e., the conditions of transitions jd and jb coincide;
• to(jd) ≠ to(jb) or do(jd) ≠ do(jb); i.e., the terminal
states or actions upon the transitions do not coincide.
1.2. Decomposition and Structuring
of the State-Based Class Logic
Decomposition and structuring of the state-based
class logic is implemented by means of state groups,
which are used in the Statecharts language [9] and
SWITCH-technology [24]. The state groups can be
embedded in each other forming a hierarchy of the state
groups.
The state groups can have group transitions, which
are also referred to as beams. A beam is similar to a
transition, except for the fact that the initial state is not
specified for the beam. A beam b ∈ B is defined by a
quadruple 〈to, ev, cond, do〉. For each state s ∈ S, a function beams(s) is defined, which returns the set of beams
corresponding to the given state. The set beams(s) is
PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE
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equivalent to the subset of transitions that have state s
as the initial state:
beams(s) ≡ j ∈ J,

from(j) = s.

A group g ∈ G is defined by the triple 〈gbeams,
msub, gsub〉, where gbeams(g) ⊆ B is the set of beams
corresponding to the group g, msub(g) ⊆ S is the set of
states belonging to the group g, and gsub(g) ⊂ G is the
set of groups embedded into the group g.
For each group g ∈ G, the following assertions are
valid:
• ∀s ∈ msub(g), gbeams(g) ⊆ beams(s); i.e., the set
of beams of the state s belonging to the group g is a superset of the set of beams corresponding to the group g;
• ∀g0 ∈ gsub(g), gbeams(g) ⊆ gbeams(g0); i.e., the
set of beams of the state group g0 belonging to the
group g is a superset of the set of beams corresponding
to the group g;
• ∀g0 ∈ gsub(g), ∀s ∈ msub(g0), s ∈ msub(g); i.e.,
if the state s is embedded into the group g0 that is, in
turn, embedded into the group g, then it is embedded
into the group g as well;
No. 5
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Base0(lFoo)

Base1(lFoo)

Base0

Base1

IFoo
initial
C

IFoo

initial
C

A

B

second

second

Derived(lFoo) : Base0, Base1

Derived
IFoo

Fig. 3. Static diagram of state-based classes.

C
0

0

1

second

• G is equivalent to the call of the IMyInterface.Goo method,

initial

1

second

• WLT is equivalent to the call of the WriteLine
("transition") method.

C

Fig. 2. Multiple inheritance of state-based classes.

• ∀g0, g1 ∈ G, if g0 ∈ gsub(g1) and g ∈ gsub(g0), then
g ∈ gsub(g1); i.e., if the group g is embedded into the
group g0 that is embedded into the group g1, then the
group g is embedded into the group g1 as well.
2. GRAPHICAL NOTATION
To design state-based classes, we propose to use
behavior diagrams, which are an extended version of
the transition graphs used in the SWITCH-technology
[3, 16]. A specific feature of the behavior diagrams suggested in this work is a capability to describe decomposition and structuring of the state-based class logic by
means of the inheritance. Basic elements of the graphical notation used for constructing the behavior diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.
Text specification of transitions is written in the
form
E[(C)][/D],

where E is the transition cause ev(j0), C is the transition
condition cond(j0), and D is the transition action do(j0).
The transition condition and action are optional
parts of the specification and can be omitted. The transition cause and condition (if available) constitute the
permissive part of the transition specification.
For example, transition j in Fig. 1 has specification
G(M)/WLT, where, in accordance with the abbreviation

table,

• M is equivalent to the condition "day is Monday",

Hence, the transition to the state myState is possible only by Mondays (day is Monday) if method
Goo() is invoked and the automaton is in the state
astate. In this case, before changing the state, the
string "transition" is printed to the standard
stream.
2.1. Graphical Representation
of the State-Based Inheritance
Let us consider representation of the inheritance
relation by means of the suggested graphical notation.
The base state-based class (if exists) is indicated in the
heading of the state-based class frame after the colon.
All states and transitions of the base class are implicitly
inherited by the derived state-based class.
Overriding of the states and transitions of the base
class are permitted. The overridden state is marked by
the bold dot. In the case of multiple n-ary inheritance,
one numbered dot for each base class is depicted in the
order they appeared in the heading. The dot with number i corresponds to the base class with number i. The
state marked by more than one dot is a union and extension of the states with the same name that are present in
several base classes (Fig. 2). Note that, if multiple
inheritance is used, various contradictions inherent in
multiple inheritance may appear. The detailed formal
analysis of possible contradictions is beyond the scope
of this work and is a subject of future studies.
The transition overriding is implemented in accordance with the permissive part of the transition specification. As a result of the overriding, the transition
action can be modified. The overridden transition
begins at the bold dot depicting the corresponding base
class. For example, in Fig. 2, the class Derived overrides the transition by the cause C from the state sec-
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DirectObj(lFoo)

Obj(lFoo)

exit

main

active

b

a
wait
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compute
abort

c

d

exit

effective

a

b

main

compute
d

wait

c
save

save
abort
exit

exit

abort

(a) Without logic structuring

(b) With logic structuring

Fig. 4. Example of using state-based class logic structuring.

dynamic aspect of inheritance. An example of the class
diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

State
ActiveState
EffectiveState
compute

main

2.2. Graphical Representation of Structuring
of the State-Based Class Logic

wait

Consider the behavior diagram of the state-based
class DirectObj depicted in Fig. 4a. In class
DirectObj, structuring is not used; therefore, its diagram contains redundant transitions.

save
Fig. 5. Hierarchy of states.

Structuring of the state-based class logic is performed by means of the state groups, which are
depicted as dashed rectangles (e.g., state groups
active and effective in Fig. 4b). State groups
make it possible to generalize behavior common for
several states. As a result, duplication of transitions can
be reduced.

ond of the base class Base0 and indicates state second of the base class Base1 as a terminal state.

Note that the inheritance relations for the statebased classes can be represented by means of the class
diagrams of the UML language [25]. The class diagrams make it possible to represent static aspect of the
state-based class inheritance; however, they do not provide graphical syntax for detailed representation of the

State groups may contain group transitions. The
group transition can be performed when the state-based
class is in one of the states belonging to this group.

DerivedObj(lFoo) :Obj
passive
terminated

DirectDerivedObj(lFoo)
active
a

active
effective
save

exit
f

e

terminated

d
wait

exit

abort

c
save

f

backup

(a) Combined use of inheritance
and structuring

b

main

effective
compute

e

backup

(b) Without combined use of inheritance
and structuring

Fig. 6. Example of combined use of state-based class inheritance and logic structuring.
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WriteFile (lFile)

ReadFile (lFile)
Name

Meaning

...

...

OFR

lsO/RF

lsO/RF

main

main

reading

OFR

Name

Meaning

...

...
writing

C
C

lsO/RT R
(a) Access for reading

Name

Meaning

...

...

lsO/RT W

(b) Access for writing

ReadWriteFile (lFile)
OFR
lsO/RF
OFW
writing

main

reading
C
C

lsO/RT R

OFRW

C

lsO/RT W

readwriting

lsO/RT R

W

(c) Access for reading/writing
Fig. 7. Behavior diagrams for a family of file access classes without using inheritance.

States belonging to one group are descendants of
one base class of states. State groups can be embedded
one into another forming hierarchy. The diagram of
state classes corresponding to the state-based class
shown in Fig. 4 is depicted in Fig. 5 [26].
Logic structuring can be used together with the
inheritance of state-based classes. All state groups
defined in the base class are implicitly inherited by the
derived class. The state groups of the base class mentioned in the derived class are marked by the bold dot,
like the states of the base class. The derived state-based
class can override behavior in the groups of its base
class.
Access to file
Access for reading

Access for writing

Access for reading/writing
Fig. 8. Hierarchy of file access classes.

As an example, we consider class DerivedObj,
which is a descendant of class Obj (Fig. 4b). The
behavior diagram for class DerivedObj is depicted in
Fig. 6a.
In the state-based class DerivedObj, state groups
active and effective of the base class Obj are
overridden. Class DerivedObj adds the new state
group passive. In addition, the state-based class
DerivedObj (i) overrides transition from group
active in state main setting state terminated
defined in class DerivedObj as the terminal state and
(ii) adds state backup to the state group effective
and connects it by transitions with state save.
The behavior diagram for the state-based class
DirectDerivedObj that is similar to class DerivedObj
(Fig. 6a) but is constructed without combined use of structuring and inheritance of the state-based class logic is presented in Fig. 6b.
Structuring of the state-based class logic by grouping states allows us to considerably reduce duplication
and improve readability both at the stage of designing
state-based classes and at the stage of their implementation.
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File (lFile)
closed

opened

main
C
IsO/RT
IsO/RF

Name
C
closed
IsO
main
opened
RF
RT

Meaning
lFile.Cloise()
group "File is closed"
lFileIsOpened()
"Initial mode"
group "File is open"
return false
return true

(a) Abstract access to file
ReadFile (IFile) : File

WriteFile (IFile) : File

opened

opened

OFR

OFW

main

reading

main

writing

R
Name
OFR
R
reading

Meaning
lFile.Open (fname,"r")
lFile.Read()
"File is open for reading"

W
Name
OFW
W
writing

Meaning
lFile.Open (fname,"w")
lFile.Write()
"File is open for writing"

(b) Access for reading

(c) Access for writing

ReadWriteFile (lFile) : ReadFile, WriteFile

0

1

opened

main

readwriting
OFRW
R

Name
OFRW
R
readwriting
W

Meaning
lFile.Open (fname,"rw")
lFile.Read()
"File is open for reading/writing"
lFile.Write()

W

(d) Access for reading/writing
Fig. 9. Behavior diagrams for file access classes with the use of inheritance.

3. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Let us consider an example illustrating the proposed
graphical notation. Suppose that there exists a family of
classes providing access to a file:
• access for reading (state-based class ReadFile),
• access for writing (state-based class WriteFile),
• access for reading, writing, and reading/writing
(state-based class ReadWriteFile).
These classes are of automaton nature (with states
“Closed,” “Open for reading,” etc.). The behavior diagrams for these state-based classes are presented in Fig. 7.
The behavior of these classes can be generalized
(similar components are distinguished) and structured
PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE
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by means of the inheritance. These classes form the
hierarchy shown in Fig. 8.
The root of the suggested hierarchy is the abstract
class generalizing some aspects of access to a file. The
behavior diagram for these classes constructed by
means of the inheritance is depicted in Fig. 9.
The behavior of any state-based class can be
extended by means of the inheritance. Figure 10 shows
the behavior diagram for the state-based class AppendFile, which extends logic of the state-based class
ReadWriteFile by adding one more state (appending) to it. The extension proceeds incrementally, without modifications of the already exiting classes.
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AppendFile (lFile) : ReadWriteFile

opened

main

Name
OFA
appending
W

appending
OFA

Meaning
lFile. Open (fname, "a")
"File is open for writing to the end"
lFile. Write()

W
Fig. 10. Behavior diagram for the AppendFile class with the use of inheritance.

AppendFile (lFile)
lsO / RT

W
Name

Meaning

...

...

appending
C
OFR

OFA
OFW

lsO / RF

reading

main

writing

C
C

lsO / RT R

OFRW

C

lsO / RT W

readwriting

lsO / RT R

W

Fig. 11. Behavior diagram for the AppendFile class without using inheritance.

The behavior diagram for class AppendFile shown
in Fig. 10 is equivalent to the behavior diagram for class
AppendFile (Fig. 11) but constructed without use of
the inheritance. Note that the use of the inheritance conComparison of the design methods

States
Overridden states
State groups
Overridden state
groups
Transitions

Without using
inheritance and
logic structuring

With the use of
inheritance and
logic structuring

13
–
–
–

5
4
2
4

42

12

siderably reduced duplication of the states and transitions.
The table shows results of calculation of the number
of the states, state groups, and transitions used in
designing behavior of state-based classes with the use
of decomposition and structuring their logic by means
of the inheritance (Figs. 9 and 10) and without it (Figs. 7
and 11).
As can be seen from the table, the proposed method
of decomposition and structuring of the state-based
class logic allows us to considerably reduce the number
of the transitions used by removing duplication. In this
case, the diagram is supplemented by new entities, such
as overridden states and state groups.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we note that, for the graphical notation described, two methods of implementation of the
state-based classes have been suggested:
• one based on virtual methods [27],
• the other based on virtual embedded classes [28].
These methods completely agree with the basic
principles of object-oriented programming and allow
us, as required in the automata-based programming, to
isomorphically map the proposed graphical notation
when implementing state-based classes.
The practical importance of the suggested graphical
notation and of the related methods of implementation
of state-based classes is substantiated by the results of
their application to programming practice at Transas
Technologies Co. In particular, it was used in the design
and implementation of the editing manipulators in the
Iris reusable framework. The latter is designed for constructing spatial data visual editing subsystems and is
used for developing navigation, coastal, and training
systems.
The graphical notation discussed makes it possible
to generalize, decompose, structure, and extend logic of
the state-based classes by means of the inheritance.
Decomposition and structuring of the state-based class
logic considerably reduces duplication in designing and
implementing systems whose behavior is described by
finite automata.
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